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Through the end of Book 11 it seems that Turnus is usually presented as the successor in the Aeneid to Paris and Hector. But there are also direct allusions to Ajax, Patroclus, the Homeric Aeneas, and especially to Achilles in the portrayal of Turnus in Books 9 and 10 which suggest caution in assigning Homeric models for Turnus. If in killing Turnus Aeneas is also destroying something in himself, then one must ask what that something is. The pattern of allusions to Achilles in each character affords some preliminary distinctions. The furor and ira of both Turnus and Aeneas are depicted against a background of allusions to Achilles, but Aeneas also shares with Achilles a certain resignation to fate which is lacking in Turnus until the very end of the poem. This distinction is supported by the internal correspondence we have noted between Aeneas' behavior at Troy and the rage of Turnus over the loss of Lavinia. The parallel quality here is not simply furor, but a kind of unbridled individualism which Aeneas learns with some success to curb, but Turnus retains up to the moment of his death. Thus in killing Turnus Aeneas may be said to be putting to rest in Turnus and in himself that anachronistic Achillean heroism which is to be replaced by pietas, the cornerstone of the new civilization of Rome. How or whether the furor which drives Aeneas to this final sacrifice is different from the furor of Turnus or of his own frenzied mission at Troy is of course the question which Vergil poses for us but does not finally answer.
